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Two 40-story steel office buildings have been designed for the site of Taipei Microzonation II with a base shear 
coefficient of 0.0857.

One building uses SN490 steel in all the columns, and the other changes to use SM570 steel in the columns from 
the base floor to the 14th floor. The use of SM570 steel has caused the 40-story building to save steel up to 140 ton 
in total, approximately 3%. 

Two 40-story Steel Office Buildings

Cost-benefit Analysis of Applying SM570 Steel to Tall Buildings in Taiwan, Advanced Materials Research Vols. 1079-1080 (2015) pp 419-422



The stress ratios of steel sections and story drift 
ratios of the buildings have been limited to 0.9 
and 0.005, respectively. 

The periods (T) of the two buildings are 3.90 sec 
and 4.06 sec, respectively

The use of SM570 steel reduces the column 
sections and building stiffness. To limit the drift 
of the building, the beam sizes have been 
enlarged.

That helps reduce the drift demands, improving 
the building fragility against earthquake collapse

Drift Demands and Fragility Curves



100-year Cost Analysis 
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The use of SM570 steel makes almost 
no difference to initial construction cost, 
but that probably helps cut 30% seismic 
recovery fee 

In sum, the cost ratio between 100-year 
maintenance and initial construction 
approximates to 0.5, and the cost ratio 
between seismic recovery and building 
renovation approximates to 3.0.

Analyses of Long-term Maintenance Cost for High-rise Steel Buildings in Taiwan, submitted to JOURNAL 
OF ARCHITECTURE



Cost for the Coming Disastrous Earthquake

A primary analysis suggests a necessity of increasing the maintenance cost for the coming disastrous earthquake

There is  still a great necessity of further studying the series of earthquake events and the impacts on buildings…
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